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Dear Dr Walsh
Water and Sewerage Services Pricing Reform Inquiry − Submission
I refer to the call for submissions by the Essential Services Commission of South
Australia (ESCOSA) to assist with its inquiry into reforms for SA Water's drinking water
and sewerage prices.
Following discussions with Mr Stuart Peevor from your office, Land Services Group has
prepared a response to the questions raised by ESCOSA in its pricing reform issues
papers.
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A first step in considering a move from the property valuation data provided by Land
Services Group as a basis for water and sewerage rates, is acknowledgement that the
current statutory framework requires SA Water to buy this information and legislative
change supported by both the Government and Parliament would need to be obtained
prior to dispensing with the current arrangements.
However, it should also be noted that in addition to property values, the Valuer−General
also supplies land use information which is used by SA Water to identify properties for
differential charging (Residential, non−residential, commercial). This applies to water and
sewer rating and the Save the River Murray Levy. If SA Water were to move away from
property value based charging, but retain differential charging based on land use then it
would be logical to retain the services of the Valuer−General for that purpose even if the
basis changed.
If you would like to discuss any of the information that has been provided please contact
Ms Sue Forder, Strategic Business Change Advisor, State Valuation Office on
telephone 08 8226 1881 or email sue.fordersa.qov.au
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We look forward to working further with you to develop the appropriate transitionary
arrangements and future service delivery models.
Yours sincerely

Kevin O'Callaghan
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Land Services Group
November 2013
Cc:

Chief Executive, Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure
Deputy Chief Executive, Planning, Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure
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ESCOSA Pricing Inquiry
What changes should be made to the structure of drinking water tariffs?
Q:

A:

Q:

A:

Should prices for drinking water services be the same across the state,
irrespective of the cost of delivery? Or should prices reflect the effects of local
conditions, costs or other circumstances?
No comment
Should prices be determined on the basis of the long run marginal cost
(LRMC) of supply (that is, the cost over several decades)? If so, what factors
should be considered in determining the LRMC of water?
No comment.

A:

Should prices reflect any short−run effects on costs (that is, the short run
marginal cost (SRMC) of water)? In particular, should prices reflect the
scarcity of water during periods of drought or other circumstances and how will
this impact water restriction arrangements?
No comment.

Q:
A:

Should the current three−tier inclining black tariffs be retained? Why?
No comment

Q:
A:

Should a supply charge be based on the number and size of meters?
Should billing information be sought from Land Services Group relating to
individual meters, consideration of the feasibility of capturing the information
and the potential costs would need to be carefully considered.

Q:

Should commercial supply charges change from a property value basis to
some other basis? What do you recommend?
Where billing information will be sought from Land Services Group,
consideration of the feasibility of capturing additional information and the
potential costs would need to be carefully considered.

Q:

A:

Legal advice from the Crown Solicitor has determined that the Valuer−General
has no discretion in altering the current statutory fee payable by SA Water for
the Valuation Roll, around $4.3 million per annum.
Property valuations and land owner information is readily available and
changes to the basis or billing of water and sewerage rates would require
significant system alterations by SA Water and Land Services Group, together
with legislative change to the Valuation of Land Act 1971 supported by the
Government and by Parliament and a transition period.
Q:
A:

Should customers who do not connect to the network incur a supply charge?
No comment
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A:

Should the price of water be the same for all types of customers, or should
different classes of customers pay on a different basis regardless of costs?
No comment.

Q:
A:

Should pricing be based on the variability in product quality or reliability?
No comment.

Q:

Are there any other matters that the Commission should consider as part of
this inquiry?
As part of the current service, Land Services Group provides billing
information to facilitate supply charges to non−connected properties within the
water district.

Q

A:

Should this arrangement cease, the billing information would need to be
sourced elsewhere if these charges are retained.
Should the basis upon which sewerage prices are set be changed?
Q.
A:

What are the benefits and shortcomings of the way SA Water currently
charges for sewerage services for residential and commercial customers?
Capital values for calculating sewerage prices are currently supplied to SA
Water by Land Services Group together with billing information.
Legal advice from the Crown Solicitor has determined that the Valuer−General
has no discretion in altering the current statutory fee payable by SA Water for
the Valuation Roll, around $4.3 million per annum.
Property valuations and land owner information is readily available and a
movement away from this arrangement would require massive, costly system
alterations by SA Water, together with legislative change to the Valuation of
Land Act 1971 by Parliament and a suitable transition period.
Should billing information continue to be sought from Land Services Group,
consideration should be given to the feasibility of capturing specific
information, such as occupancy, size of building and/or land use, relevant to
alternative charging models.

Q
A
Q.
A:

What is an appropriate time frame to allow for transitioning to a new sewerage
service pricing arrangement?
Several years, to allow legislative change, procedural and system changes.
Are there any further matters that should be considered as part of this inquiry?
As stated, there would be a requirement for significant legislative, procedural
and system changes with appropriate transitions if changes to the basis of
rating and billing are contemplated.
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In addition, decisions on measurements, such as average consumption, costs
of administration and how charges may be challenged by consumers will all
need to be seriously examined and weighted to ensure a robust model
transparent in natural justice.
Should changes be made to metering?
Q:
A:

Is there a case for mandating smart meters for all properties in SA? If so,
what is the best option for roll out? (i.e. phased, immediate or end−of−life basis)
No comment

Q:
A:

Are there any reasons not to install smart water meters in South Australia?
No comment

Q:

Victorian residential customers reportedly pay around an extra $80 annually
for a smart electricity meter. Would South Australian customers be willing to
pay a similar amount for a smart water meter?
No comment

A:

Q:

A:

Q:

A:
Q:
A:

Q:

A:
Q:
A:

What functionality should a smart water meter have, and how would
customers and water suppliers make use o f the functionality that a smart
meter could provide?
No comment
Are there other tools or management options − or any alternatives − that
should be considered and implemented in lieu of smart metering, or in
conjunction with smart meters?
No comment
What are the benefits and shortcomings of moving to a consumption−based
charge, measured according to a customer's water use?
No comment
What are the benefits and shortcomings of moving to a fixed charge (i.e. a flat
rate) where all customers pay the same price for the sewerage service?
Should there be different fixed rates between commercial customers and
residential customers?
No comment.
What are the benefits and shortcomings of moving to a combination of fixed
and volumetric charging?
No comment
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A:

Are there alternative charging approaches the Commission has not
considered that may better promote economic efficiency?
No comment

Q:
A:

Are there any further matters that should be considered as part of this inquiry?
No comment

Q:

Who should pay water and sewerage charges?
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:

A:

Q:
A:

Are the current arrangements where landowners, rather than tenants, are
liable for water and sewerage charges satisfactory? If not, why?
Currently it is up to the owner to recoup from the occupant. This is more
effective and a shift in liability to the tenant would increase their cost and affect
affordability.
Should landlords be required to install water efficient appliances before
passing on water and sewerage charges?
No comment
Should tenants be responsible for water and sewerage charges? If so, should
they be responsible for all charges, including supply charges, or only water
consumption and sewage disposal charges?
No comment
Are there any further costs or benefits that the Commission should consider in
assess the options for change?
Information on occupancy is not currently a service provided by Land Services
Group. It is likely to cost more than the current billing information supplied to
SA Water and may require legislative change to compel owners to supply
information on occupants directly to SA Water.

Q:
A:

Are there other alternative arrangements the Commission should consider?
No comment

Q:

What are the benefits and shortcomings o f the way SA Water currently
charges for trade waste services?
No comment

A:

Q:
A:

Are there better methods? If so, what are they and what is an appropriate
time frame to allow for transitioning to a new trade waste pricing arrangement?
No comment
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Q:

A:
Q:

A:

What are the benefits and shortcomings of the way SA Water currently
charges non−connected properties for sewerage services? Are there any
better methods?
No comment
Are there other matters that the Commission should consider relating to any of
p
ropertyissues
−based raised in this paper regarding sewerage, trade waste and
the
charging?
In addition to the need for significant legislative and system changes, should
SA Water be directed to move from property valuations as the basis for
sewerage rates and commercial water charges, and the requirement to
purchase of the Valuation Roll each year, the liability for dealing with disputes
would fall with SA Water rather than SVO that currently deals with objections
against values and land use attribution.
If SA Water seeks to use an outdated Valuation Roll for billing information
(rather than purchasing a fresh annual Roll), there is a question over
ownership of that data and whether the fee paid by SA Water would constitute
a limited licence. This would need to be further investigated.

How can the impacts of price reform be best managed?
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

How should a scheme for issuing exemptions or concessions on water or
sewerage charges operate?
No comment
Who should fund the issuing of water or sewerage exemptions or
concessions?
No comment

A:

Should water and sewerage exemptions and concessions operate under a
single scheme?
No comment

Q
A.

Should exemptions be given automatically or should they be applied for?
No comment

Q
A:

How can charges or tariffs to exempt customers best be determined?
No comment

Q:

What is an appropriate time frame for transitioning to any new concession or
exemption scheme?
Several years to allow database rebuilds

Q:

A:
Q:
A:

Are there any other relevant issues, considerations or opportunities for change
that should be considered as part of this inquiry?
No further comment
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